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President's Letter:

Members,

Hello to all my fish-head friends. I
Looked at the calendar a few weeks
ago and it told me it was the first
day of spring. I guess that's what we
should expect living here in the
great state of Minnesota. I must be
sure that many of our great TCWU members would
agree. I am hopeful that we will get to start our open
water fishing season sometime soon, but ice out up North
may put many lakes out of play for Opener. We will need
to keep an eye on the ice out reports, and make
adjustments accordingly. Smaller lakes, or rivers may be
the chosen destinations.
I want to say again, a big Thank You to Steve Carney as
our March speaker. I really enjoyed his talk and received
many positive comments on his presentation from those
in attendance. We had a great turnout, and I am very
encouraged by the energy of our group. I thank you all
for your support of the club. All of you make TCWU club
a vital group and it truly is an exciting time for us all.
In spite of this slowly progressing spring, I am happy to
have pulled my boat out in March for a trip to Rainy
River. Board members Kyle Wood and Dale Meinders,
club member Brent Born, and friend Brian Mork (Kenyon,
MN), joined me for a three day jaunt to I-Falls on March
16-19. We battled cool weather, large shore ice flows,
and slow fishing, but it was our annual sturgeon
excursion. We had a lot of fun and all caught some nice
fish in the process. It was good for our mental state to
break away from the ice and get on open water.

Join TCWU Today

Last Meeting:
Thursday, April 5th

Steve Carney
***see re-cap in newsletter

below***

Next Meeting:
Thursday, May 3rd

Corey Heiser



I hope that you all get to get out and focus on your
favorite fish and have success fishing them the way you
like or with new techniques learned at club meetings. We
can all learn new things from one another, that’s what
this is all about and
I look forward to seeing you all at the May 3rd meeting to
listen to another great speaker, Corey Heiser.

Maybe all the snow will be melted so we can look ahead
at the spring that has yet to come!!

Jim Wood
TCWU President
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Its Springtime in Minnesota...?

I’m sure most of you are as puzzled, frustrated, and just plain tired of our prolonged
winter season that is robbing us of our springtime weather. I talk to my fishing friends
almost daily and we all are so ready to get the boats out and get to fishing open water,
soon. Maybe?
It is important to not over look some things that seem so basic that they are easily
forgotten. Speaking from personal experience, I usually get so excited to get the boat on
the water, that the simple things are missed. Taking a little time to go over the basics will
certainly save you some headaches at the boat ramp or on the water.
Batteries. What more can I say? The on-board battery supplies on our boats are likely
the one thing that will give you the most trouble than anything else. If the batteries are
connected to a maintaining charger, check the connections, and electrolyte levels (if
applicable). I usually unplug the chargers and test each battery with a volt meter to be
sure all is well. If the boat was stored with batteries off a charger, put them on a charger
overnight, and check voltages the next day. This one tip will save you troubles at a busy



boat landing, for sure.
Certainly, another aspect of boating that rivals those battery troubles, is that boat trailer.
Check tire pressure, wiring connections, lights, winch strap/cable, and tie-down straps for
safety sake. Be sure the spare tire has adequate air pressure, and that you have a jack
and lug wrench available. The only bigger headache in my book, is a broken trailer
sitting on the shoulder of a dark lonely highway in the middle of nowhere.
My boat is stored outside in an unheated garage in the off season, and I keep the
electronics inside. Hook up the sonar/GPS unit and check connections and be sure it
operates normally. Locate that elusive bilge drain plug and be sure it is not in the drain
on the transom while you are trailoring. I was told of 2 stories last summer of folks being
ticketed for this simple oversight.
Depending on your style of fishing, the rest of the boat’s rigging is up to personal
preference for sure. Rods, tackle, anchors, electric trolling motor, nets, bait buckets, etc.
all must be assembled, shuffled, and readied to go. It seems like it should be a no
brainer to get ready every year, but I never seem to be? I’m sure it’s just me……
I want wish all of my TCWU fish-head crew a great kickoff open-water fishing season. It
may be a difficult opener to find ice free water. Don’t overlook smaller lakes and rivers for
fishing opener opportunities. I may actually be in the turkey woods on opener? So many
decisions to make. Until next time!!

Jim Wood
President TCWU

Guest Speaker Re-cap
Steve Carney - April 2018

Super fun meeting this month with Steve Carney. Such a great
speaker with tremendous personality and wit. Steve shared
his favorite baits, innovative techniques and provided us with
a challenge to change our ways, Think out of the box so to
speak.

Life changing bait
Mini Ultra Light Shad Rap, ULS-4, size 1.5
Troll quietly with your Minn-Kota.
Trolls down to 5 feet, has a waited body for
casting and has a slow drop when pausing on
retrieves.
Walleyes love it. Added benefit that its small enough to catch Big Crappies and
Blue Gills, which he catches quite often.
Uses 7 to 8 dozen a year, they are a little hard to find, you may have to search
online to find them.

Use Light line, Mono
Uses Trilene XL & XT, 6 pound test.
You will catch twice the fish, set drag on medium and re-tie after 3 fish.
Lakes are becoming clear. The changing water clarity is another reason for light
line.
The stretch of mono offers three benefits:
It’s stretch is forgiving and allows for time to make corrections. No give with braid.

It’s shock absorbing stretch improves hook sets when trolling crank baits.
You can be off your game and still succeed with mono.

Use light tackle and long line
1/8 and 1/16 ounce jigs, long lining them will get them down to the bottom.
How much line? About 7 boat lengths.
Speed 0.4 to 0.8 mph.
Your jig doesn’t have to always be on the bottom. Swimming it varying depths 1 to
2 feet off catches fish.



 Steve can get a 1/16 oz. jig down to 25 feet of water. Give it a try.

Plastics
Favorite is the Berkley PowerBait Minnow; 4 inch black shad split tail.
Once again he uses 1/16 and 1/8 oz. long shank hooks.
Pitch it out on weed lines, humps, rocks, docks, etc…
Slow, patient presentation. “Cast it out, put your hand in your pocket and wait.
Slow presentation is the key.” "When you think your fishing slow enough, slow
it down some more." WWW.
The slow presentation mimics a dying minnow. Throw in some erratic jig/twitches.
Keep an eye on your line; you may see it swimming away while your hand is in
your pocket.

Carney Live Bait Rig
Use 2 – 3 inch Red Tail Chubs. Use Rainbows if Red Tails are not available.
Hook them through the tail, so the minnow is presented upside down backwards.
Results in the minnow struggling to right itself and creating more action.
Right before the fish hits you can feel the minnow go nuts. Learn this feel.
The Walleyes hit this presentation hard, “It’s a Wham! No sucky sucky."

Drop Shot
Walleyes are not always on the bottom. Drop shot offers a vertical deep water
presentation for suspended Walleyes.

Tie your hook 2 feet off the bottom.
Use plastics or live bait.
The weight will stir up the bottom and attracts fish.

Jigging Raps - Very difficult to learn, pick the right time and place, they are mil foil
harvesting machines.

Tips
Stop using rattle baits. Fish are on to the rattle and hear it as an alarm not to bite.
Color rarely makes a difference.
 If you only catch one walleye on a spot it means you’re doing it wrong. Try
sneaking into your spot, with your electric motor.
With all the fishing pressure and size restrictions, Steve suggests we go out and
find small and obscure lakes. “DNR stocking reports do not always tell the
story. Lack of stocking does not mean lack of Walleyes. “
Steve’s favorite Crappie bait is “The Dumbest looking bait I have ever seen. The
Puddle Jumper split tail 2 inch black. It works!”
Troll the Mini Ultra Rap on the first break 5 to 7 feet of water in spring to locate the
Crappies and then pitch the Puddle Jumper.
Get your kids out in the boat, no distractions and great real life conversations.

Check out Steve’s website http://www.stevecarneyoutdoors.com. Steve has a great
section of fishing tips along with other outdoor articles and Guide Services.

Russell Nelson
Board Member of TCWU

Babe Winkelman Series - Part 2
Babe Winkelman - March 2018

Due to the length of Babe's amazing and unique
meeting, we will re-cap his event in a three part
series.

Babe shared his amazing fishing insights by telling
them through his life experiences. It was truly a
wonderful, passionate and personal conversation



that captivated us all. The amazing journey of his
life story was one we could all relate to and
reminded us all of our past. A wonderful era, when
the little things like a stream and fishing helped us
forget the hard times, and gave us something to
look forward to every day.

Part Two, Orlen and the Babe

In 1961 his dad got a small lease on a lake and
they built a 12 x 16 cabin. “Now I am going teach you about fishing, his dad
proclaimed. We get up real early because Walleyes have very sensitive eyes and are
unable to bite during the day”.

They primarily used a Canadian Jig fly with a sucker minnow and drifted where the wind
blew them. They caught fish and Babe was happy, well until the new neighbor Orlen
moved in. This chance encounter set the tone for a classic story and a big turning point
in Babes fishing growth and success.

When Orlen moved into the camp of course Babe’s father suggested they should
introduce themselves and they did, but warned “don’t share our fishing spots”.
He and his father stayed true to their fishing style, however Orlen fished differently. It
didn’t take long for Babe to notice Orlen coming home with stringers of nice walleye. After
a couple of weeks Babe thought “Orlen must know something more about fishing than
what his dad knew”.

Orlen could catch walleyes in the middle of the day and by gosh how did he do it? Babe
couldn’t take it anymore and one day decided to follow Orlen and spy on him. Well, Orlen
noticed Babe watching from afar and boated over to him.
“Why are you following me Babe” he asked? Babe responded “Well you are catching
fishing almost all the time when you go fishing how do you do that?”
Orlen new the Winkelman’s hunted pheasants and asked, “when you go pheasant
hunting with your dad do you go out to the middle of the corn field, point your gun in the
middle of the air, pull the trigger and expect a pheasant to fly into your shot?” No, Babe
replied, “only an idiot would do that”.
Orlen paused, “Well that’s the way your fishing Babe. You guys go out and use the same
bait every day and where ever the wind blows you, that’s where you fish.”
“Well isn’t that what we are supposed to do?” “No, not if you want to catch a lot of fish.”
“Well where do you look?”

Orlen’s next response was the most important word about fishing or hunting that Babe
would hear in his life, “Edges.” “What do ya mean edges?” “You see where the lily pads
stop growing here in the bay and it forms an edge as it drops off in the bay. You can see
that easy, that’s where an edge forms. There are other kinds of edges?” “Like a drop
off?” “Yes that’s another kind of edge”, he said. “Now if you learn to find and fish edges
you will catch a lot more fish.” “Wow I found me a gold mine” Babe thought.
Then he thought again, “Well how do I find something you can’t see? Fishing glasses
and depth finders hadn’t been invented yet. Cow shit had, and we were covered in it
every day. We had all kinds of that on the farm” Well his mother went through gallons of
Hylex bleach to clean their cloths and Babe found a good use for the empty bottles.

He took about 50 of those Hylex bottles to the lake and tied 15 feet of twine string
line to every one of them with a weight on the end of each.
He waited for it to get windy and then went out on the lake. He through out one
bottle out every 100 feet.
Where they hit 15 feet of water they would hold up and he could now see the edge
of the lake.
He found out that deep water came right up to shore and sometimes way out into
the lake.
For the first time in his life he knew where the edge was.

He didn't stop there:
Then he would take a heavy bolt tied to some twine and bounce it off the bottom
along the 15 foot edge. He found rock, mud, gravel and sand.
He learned that walleyes sometimes liked the rocks, others the sand or mud, for
other reasons.



He found sunken islands that no one knew about, so he started to map these
things out.

The biggest challenge now was taking all the information he learned and to put it all
together.

End of part two, more to come next month with Babe.

Russell Nelson
Board Member of TCWU

Conservation Corner
The Round Goby is an aggressive species of bottom feeding fish, they resemble sculpins which are a
native species of bottom feeders, and reside in lakes and streams. The are native to the freshwater
regions of the Black and Caspian seas and were introduced to the Great lakes from ballast water
discharge from ocean going ships. Adults are 3-10inches in length and slate gray in color, they have a
single pelvic fin and a black dot on their dorsal fin. They compete with native fish species for food and
also consume the eggs and young of native species. They are currently found in all of the Great lakes
but not any inland Minnesota waters. In order to reduce species spread it is recommended that the
species is not used as bait, that you remove non-bait minnows, crayfish, and plants from bait buckets
and report new infestations to the DNR.

Will Roach
Board Member of TCWU
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